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Abstract A key limitation of Reynolds-Average Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation
of mixing and reaction in turbulent flows is the lack of resolution of small-scale
structure and associated unsteadiness. Various subgrid models formulated in state
space have been developed to complement the RANS solution in this regard.
We here introduce a physical-space formulation that captures unsteady advective
and diffusive processes at all scales of the turbulent flow. The approach is a 3D
construction based on the Linear Eddy Model (LEM), involving three orthogonally
intersecting arrays of 1D LEM domains, and coupled so as to capture the 3D charac-
ter of fluid trajectories. To illustrate the model performance of the 3D LEM-based
formulation, here termed LEM3D, multi-stream mixing in a turbulent round jet is
simulated using measured mean-flow properties as input. Comparison to scalar cross-
correlation coefficients and other measured properties of this mixing configuration
indicate that the LEM3D approach, in conjunction with flow properties that are
provided by steady-state models, is a useful representation of complex turbulent
mixing processes that would otherwise be difficult to capture within a steady-state
CFD framework.
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1 Introduction

The Linear Eddy Model (LEM) developed by Kerstein [1, 2] was formulated to
capture the principal mechanisms governing the turbulent mixing of diffusive scalars
in a computationally affordable manner. The model can accommodate multiple
species undergoing chemical reactions (see [3]), and explicitly distinguishes between
turbulent advection, diffusive mixing, and chemical reaction at all scales of the
turbulent flow. This feature is crucial in order to capture the dissimilar influences
of these mechanisms on the mixing and combustion processes. The resolution of all
relevant length scales in LEM is achieved by reducing the description of scalar fields
to one spatial dimension.

Applications of 1D LEM have been limited to relatively simple flow configu-
rations, such as flows that are homogeneous in at least one spatial direction [4]. For
more complex flows, McMurtry et al. [5, 6] proposed to use LEM as a subgrid mixing
and chemistry closure for Large Eddy Simulation (LES). In this modeling approach
the unresolved length and time scales of LES are captured by individual LEM
domains associated with each LES control volume, and these domains are coupled
by the transfer of fluid elements from one domain to another as prescribed by
LES-resolved mass fluxes. The complete LEM-LES model, with two-way coupling
between LEM and LES, was later demonstrated for scalar mixing and non-premixed
combustion [7], and has also been applied to premixed combustion [8, 9].

Despite increasing prospects for the use of LES in general to predict mixing and
reaction in turbulent flows, it is of great practical interest to impart the desirable
attributes of LES, namely unsteadiness and spatial resolution, to RANS methods
to the extent that this is achievable. We here adapt the subgrid modeling strategy
of LEM-LES for the purpose of representing unsteadiness and small-scale structure
within a RANS framework. The use of LEM coupled to RANS has been proposed
previously, but to date there has been limited demonstration and evaluation of this
approach [10].

The present formulation, termed LEM3D, incorporates three orthogonally inter-
secting arrays of 1D LEM domains, with intersecting LEM domains coupled in a
Lagrangian sense by non-diffusive fluid-cell displacements. LEM3D thus provides
small-scale resolution in all three spatial directions of the turbulent flow field. The
modeling approach has the potential of resolving all scales of turbulent reactive
flows at a computationally affordable cost compared to a corresponding Direct
Numerical Simulation (DNS). LEM3D is broadly analogous to LEM-LES in its
physical treatment, but differs in its overall structure in ways that facilitate its future
use as a flexible tool for mixing and chemical reaction simulation within 3D flow
solutions.

To motivate and demonstrate the LEM3D approach, we here present its appli-
cation to a challenging turbulent mixing configuration that has not previously been
modeled. Tong and Warhaft [11], here denoted TW, performed an experiment that,
in effect, measured the mixing of passive scalars emitted from various ring pairs
embedded in a turbulent jet, including the cross-correlation of the passive scalars
emitted from the respective ring sources. This configuration is analogous to earlier
cross-correlation measurements of scalars emitted from line sources in homogeneous
grid turbulence [12], with the additional complications of non-uniform mean flow and
cylindrical vs. planar symmetry of the mean mixing.
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The paper is organized as follows. A description of the LEM3D model formula-
tion, along with details of the numerical implementation, is presented in Section 2.
The application of LEM3D to the TW rings experiment is then described in Section
3, followed by a presentation of the results in Section 4. A discussion and assessment
of the results is contained in Section 5. Further details of the LEM3D formulation
are provided in the appendices at the end of the paper.

2 LEM3D Model Formulation

2.1 The Linear Eddy Model

The 1D LEM has been described in detail in previous work [2, 3], and only the main
features are summarized here. The evolution of a scalar field φ(x, t) is governed by
the equation

∂φ

∂t
= ∂

∂x

(
DM

∂φ

∂x

)
+ T , (1)

where DM is the molecular diffusivity, and T is a term representing turbulent
advection (stirring). The model resolves all spatial and temporal scales, down to the
smallest turbulence scales, and the above equation is solved exactly with Kolmogorov
scale resolution. Additional resolution down to the Batchelor scale may be required
for cases in which this is smaller than the Kolmorogov scale, although coarser
resolution is acceptable if results are demonstrably insensitive to the coarsening.

The diffusive time advancement of Eq. 1 is punctuated by randomly occurring
stirring events. These stochastic events, denoted triplet maps and represented by T ,
emulate the effects of individual turbulent eddies on the scalar concentration fields.
In Lagrangian terminology, the triplet maps rearrange fluid cells, represented by the
computational cells of the discretized 1D domain, in such a manner that scalar length
scales are reduced and local gradients are magnified. The triplet maps are sampled
from an inertial-range size distribution and occur on randomly selected segments of
the 1D domain.

In this paper we present the discretized versions of the parameters governing
the stirring events, as implemented in LEM3D. The triplet map is here defined
for segments of size 3k cells, where k is an integer. The stirring events introduce
a random walk of the fluid cells of the 1D domain, with the associated diffusivity
interpreted as the turbulent diffusivity DT . This gives a relation between DT and the
rate of stirring events, as derived in Appendix A. From Eq. 18 the event frequency
parameter λ, with units (length×time)−1, is given by

λ = DT

2d3

⎛
⎝

kmax∑
k=kmin

k2(k − 1) f (k)

⎞
⎠

−1

, (2)

where d is the width of one fluid cell, and f (k) is the probability function describing
the eddy size distribution. The limits kmin and kmax in the above sum represent the
smallest and largest eddy events, corresponding to the model analogues LK and
L of the Kolmogorov scale η and the integral length scale l, respectively. Hence,
the smallest eddies are given by LK = 3kmind, while the largest eddies are given by
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L = 3kmaxd. The parameter L is not precisely equal to the measured integral scale
l, but is represented by L = cl, where c is a parameter to be adjusted to give a best
fit to scalar mixing properties. This issue has been thoroughly addressed by Kerstein
[2, 3].

The specific form of f (k) is determined by the requirement that the turbulent
diffusivity obeys scaling laws in accordance with the Kolmogorov inertial-range
cascade. The discretized version of the turbulent diffusivity, attributable to segments
of size 3k̂d or less, is given by

DT(k̂) = 2λd3
k̂∑

k=kmin

k2(k − 1) f (k). (3)

(In expressions where DT has no argument, k̂ = kmax is implied.) In the iner-
tial range, corresponding to kmin ≤ k̂ ≤ kmax, the diffusivity induced by eddies of
size 3k̂d or less scales as k̂p, where p = 4/3 [13]. Thus, since to leading order∑k̂

k=kmin
kp−1 ∝ k̂p, this implies that the probability function behaves as f (k̂) ∝ k̂p−4.

The normalized probability function in the inertial range is

f (k̂) = k̂p−4

kmax∑
k=kmin

kp−4

; kmin ≤ k̂ ≤ kmax. (4)

2.2 Strategies for LEM coupling to 3D flow solutions

McMurtry et al. [5] introduced a subgrid closure for mixing and chemistry based on
LEM that has been used for LES closure in many subsequent studies (see e.g. [8, 9]),
and also for RANS closure in one study [10]. This closure introduces an LEM domain
in each control volume of the 3D mesh. The LEM domain size is of the order of the
resolution scale of the 3D mesh, and evolves a 1D profile of the thermochemical
state that is deemed to be a representative sample of evolution within the control
volume that contains it. Specializing to LES closure, the LES time-advancement
cycle begins with an update of the coarse-grained LES flow state, consisting of
velocity components and density. (All thermochemical information resides solely
within the LEM domains.) Next, diffusive transport, chemistry, and triplet maps
representing subgrid advection are implemented within each subgrid LEM domain
for a time interval equal to the LES time step. Then the LEM domains communicate
with each other by means of a ‘splicing’ procedure. The mass transfer across each
LES mesh face during the LES time step is computed based on the LES-resolved
velocity and density. The prescribed transfer is applied to the affected LEM domains
by excising a piece of the domain that is upwind of the LES face and inserting it into
the LEM domain that is downwind of the LES face. Details of this procedure, which
are presented in the cited references, are not repeated here because the present
approach is only indirectly related to splicing. A survey of LES/LEM applications
to date is given by Menon and Kerstein [14]. Similar, if not greater, impact can
be anticipated by coupling LEM3D to RANS or LES and eventually to ODTLES
[15, 16].
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A relevant point for present purposes is that, in different implementations of
the splicing strategy, LEM domains can have either periodic or Neumann boundary
conditions. If the former, then spliced pieces can be excised and inserted at arbitrary
locations or a type of first-in-first-out criterion can be applied. If the latter, then
the LEM domain has an input side and an output side. A common characteristic of
these implementations is that the LEM domains are Lagrangian objects that have no
unique spatial location or orientation within the LES control volume that contains
them.

In contrast, the formulation introduced here has a well-defined spatial structure.
In fact, its structure is the same as in ODTLES [15, 16], a method for 3D flow
advancement involving an array of coupled 1D domains, with the One-Dimensional
Turbulence (ODT) stochastic flow simulation method [17] implemented on each.
ODT involves a dynamic approach to triplet-map sampling that enables turbulent-
flow prediction, complementing the LEM simulation of scalar mixing within turbu-
lence. One eventual goal of the present effort is to couple LEM3D to ODTLES.
ODTLES will specify the triplet maps that are implemented concurrently on the
ODT and LEM domains, where velocity evolves on ODT domains, thermochemistry
evolves on LEM domains, and density is communicated from the latter to the former.

In ODTLES, 3D coarse-grained advection that couples the ODT domains is im-
plemented using a finite-difference method that fluxes properties between domains
using a coarse-grained spatial increment, such that the property gradients in the
directions of the fluxes are underresolved. This and other steps in the advective ad-
vancement introduce numerical transport. The magnitude of this numerical transport
is small enough so that resulting artifacts are minor. An analogous form of domain
coupling in LEM3D would be undesirable because the resulting numerical transport
could introduce more serious artifacts such as nonrepresentative or unrealizable
chemical states. Such artifacts are common in conventional mixing models, but
avoidance of these artifacts is the main justification for the extra complexity and
cost of LEM3D. Like the splicing strategy, the LEM3D approach described here is
expressly designed to avoid numerical transport and its consequences.

An advantage of LEM3D relative to the splicing strategy is that it avoids the
imposition of Neumann boundary conditions on LEM within each 3D control
volume, which is the currently preferred splicing formulation. A related advantage is
that a triplet map need not be contained within one 3D control volume, nor need it
be limited in size relative to the control volume. Also, the three-array substructure
of LEM domains in LEM3D (which is explained in Section 2.3) has the potential
of accommodating orientation-dependent processes such as buoyancy effects. An
advantage of the splicing strategy is that it is readily implemented within an arbitrary
structured or unstructured mesh.

A strategy that is presently being pursued to apply LEM3D to complex geometries
is to implement it within a Cartesian subvolume within a mesh that is curvilinear
outside that subvolume and uses either a conventional combustion submodel or
the splicing method in the curvilinear region. This strategy will be well suited for
situations in which the need for highly resolved mixing and chemistry is primarily in
a region that is far from vessel walls.

As noted, LEM3D is complementary in structure to ODTLES, but can be applied
more generally to LES or RANS closure. Here the focus is on demonstrating the
capability of LEM3D to capture unsteadiness and small-scale resolution of scalar
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mixing using only mean-flow information analogous to the information that would
be provided by a RANS solution. To avoid the complication of distinguishing LEM
performance as a mixing model from RANS performance as a flow solver, the mean
flow information in the present demonstration is based on experimental data rather
than a RANS solution.

2.3 The LEM3D geometry and numerical discretization

In the current implementation of LEM3D, the global flow domain is assumed to
be a cuboid of dimensions X1, X2, and X3. The flow domain, denoted X1 X2 X3, is
discretized in two distinct but interdependent ways as follows. First, a Cartesian mesh
is formed by cubic control volumes (3DCVs) of edge length M. This gives a dis-
cretization of N1 N2 N3 3DCVs, where N1 = X1/M, N2 = X2/M, and N3 = X3/M.
The second discretization is established by embedding three mutually orthogonal
arrays of 1D LEM domains within the coarser 3D mesh. For instance, in the x3-
direction there is an array of N1 N2 LEM domains �

X3
i, j of length X3. As illustrated

in Fig. 1, each LEM domain is discretized into a finite number of equally sized LEM
cells. The cells, denoted LEM wafers in the following, all have a volume M2d, where d
is the wafer thickness and typically is of the order of the viscous scales. The fine-scale
resolution is d = M/n, where n is the number of LEM wafers in the intersection of

M

x1

x2

x3

Fig. 1 A subregion of the flow domain X1 X2 X3 illustrating the discretization into a Cartesian mesh
and a superimposed fine-scale resolution by orthogonal arrays of LEM domains in each spatial
direction xk (k = 1, 2, 3). The cubic control volumes (3DCVs) correspond to intersections of sets
of three orthogonal LEM domains and their edge lengths are denoted M. In this illustration the
number of LEM wafers per 3DCV in each coordinate direction is n = 10. Note that the 3DCV in the
top-front corner suggests a partition into n3 subvolumes. However, in LEM3D, each LEM domain
that intersects a 3DCV partitions the 3DCV in the corresponding direction and is part of a different
flow solution than those associated with the other intersecting LEM domains of the 3DCV. Hence,
three separate flow solutions are obtained and the number of LEM wafers per 3DCV is 3n vs. n3 for
a partition corresponding to a notional DNS of the flow
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an LEM domain with a 3DCV. The array of LEM domains �
X3
i, j fills the entire cuboid

X1 X2 X3 and resolves turbulent stirring and molecular mixing in the x3-direction. The
arrays of orthogonally oriented LEM domains provide equal fine-scale resolution in
the orthogonal directions. Thus, in the x1-direction there is an array of N2 N3 domains
�

X1
j,k , each of length X1, while in the x2-direction there is an array of N1 N3 domains

�
X2
k,i , each of length X2. With equal resolution in all three spatial directions, the total

number of LEM wafers in the domains �
X1
j,k , �

X2
k,i , and �

X3
i, j is nN1, nN2, and nN3,

respectively.
In this configuration, each 3DCV of the Cartesian mesh is intersected by three

orthogonal LEM domains. The 3DCVs are thus resolved in total by 3n LEM wafers,
with n wafers for each coordinate direction. The total number of LEM wafers
resolving the flow domain X1 X2 X3 is 3nN1 N2 N3. In comparison, a corresponding
DNS of the domain would require n3 N1 N2 N3 grid cells. The computational cost
saving achieved with LEM3D compared to a DNS is therefore of order n2.

The LEM3D model inputs are the parameters DM, L, LK, and p, along with the
turbulent diffusivity field DT and the mean velocity field U. The mean velocity
governs the advective transport of the scalars, and both the diffusivity DT and the
velocity U generally vary in the spatial directions. The turbulence and velocity field
inputs to LEM3D are resolved at the coarser length scale M only, with the values of
DT fed to the centers of the 3DCVs and the face-normal components of U provided
to the faces of the 3DCVs. As explained in Appendix B, the advective transport due
to the velocity U involves a transfer of LEM wafers across the interfaces between
neighboring 3DCVs. This transfer of wafers provides an advective coupling between
neighboring LEM domains. An additional auxiliary coupling of the LEM domains is
implemented by stochastic rotations of the 3DCVs, as described in Appendix C.

The cuboid X1 X2 X3 in which LEM refinement is implemented may in general
be a subdomain of a larger flow domain where a RANS or an LES flow solver is
applied. By this approach, the extended CFD domain can be a complex geometry
with arbitrary meshing and conventional combustion closure in the region outside
the LEM3D cuboidal subdomain, and with interpolation applied as needed to
transfer information between the arbitrary mesh and the LEM array structure. The
appropriate meshing features of the extended flow domain, e.g., a curvilinear or an
unstructured grid, are available in commercial CFD software. This approach, where
the LEM3D substructure is coupled to a global flow solver, will be well suited to
applications for which there is a need for high resolution of important chemistry-
transport details in a region far from the combustion chamber walls. In the current
LEM3D stand-alone application to a turbulent jet, experimental data expressed in
2D axi-symmetric coordinates are converted to match the 3D Cartesian mesh.

A two-way coupling between LEM3D and RANS is presently being developed.
The coupling is based on a variable-density formulation that allows thermal expan-
sions and involves an iterative process in which updated information obtained from
the steady-state solution of either tool is fed back into the other as input. Thus, a
RANS solution provides LEM3D with updated velocity and turbulence fields, while
a LEM3D solution provides RANS with an updated mean density field obtained
by time averaging after LEM3D relaxation to statistically steady time advancement.
The iterative process of the variable-density coupling is continued until convergence
is achieved for all relevant physical quantities.
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2.4 The transport equations

In the present formulation we focus on a zero-Mach-number incompressible tur-
bulent flow. The evolution of a non-reactive scalar φ

(k)

l,m on an LEM domain �
Xk
l,m

oriented in the xk-direction is governed by the equation

∂φ
(k)

l,m

∂t
= ∂

∂xk

(
DM

∂φ
(k)

l,m

∂xk

)
+ T (k)

l,m + ADV3D, (5)

where the molecular diffusive transport, controlled by DM, is supplemented by triplet
maps T (k)

l,m and a term ADV3D denoting advective coupling of intersecting LEM do-
mains. Note that repeated indices k in the above equation do not imply summation.
The rate of occurrence of triplet maps T (k)

l,m at a given location is determined by the
turbulent diffusivity DT at that location, so the eddy event frequency λ, as given by
the expression (2), varies with xk. Triplet-map sizes are sampled from the probability
distribution (4) which represents turbulent inertial-range phenomenology.

The molecular-diffusive and turbulent transport of Eq. 5 is time advanced for
each LEM domain �

Xk
l,m of the three orthogonal arrays of domains. The time

advancement involves an LEM sub-cycling within every time step �t of the advection
advancements, represented by the term ADV3D. The advection term ADV3D consists
of two operations given by

ADV3D = ADV + AC, (6)

where ADV accounts for the Lagrangian advection of LEM wafers based on the
mean velocity field U, and AC represents an auxiliary coupling of orthogonally
intersecting LEM domains. The auxiliary coupling, implemented by stochastic ro-
tations of the 3DCVs, ensures that physical processes are consistently represented in
all spatial directions. The operations ADV and AC are discussed in more detail in
Appendices B and C.

The evolution of the scalar fields φ
(k)

l,m (k = 1, 2, 3) through the operator-splitting
scheme of Eq. 5 gives three distinct solutions for the generic scalar field φ, one per
domain orientation. Thus, three correlated copies of the scalar statistics are obtained.
Although the scalar fields φ

(k)

l,m are closely coupled, they can be treated as distinct
realizations for data reduction purposes.

3 Application of LEM3D to Mixing from Localized Sources
in a Turbulent Round Jet

3.1 Motivation

Three-stream mixing is not readily modeled using mixture-fraction-based methods
because two parameters rather than one are needed to specify the composition
of a fluid element. For this reason, three-stream mixing is a conceptually as well
as practically important test case for mixing models. A foundational three-stream
mixing study involving the mixing of two distinct passive scalars emitted by line
sources in grid turbulence was performed by Warhaft [12]. (The experiment actually
involved a single scalar property, heat, but results of one-source and two-source
measurements were combined so that the outcome was equivalent to the mixing
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of distinct scalars emitted from the respective lines.) The geometrical simplicity of
this configuration allowed for the simulation of measured mixing properties using a
single LEM domain [3]. Recently, Viswanathan and Pope [18] demonstrated that this
configuration can also be modeled using state-space closure methods.

Tong and Warhaft [11] used the same heated-wire technique as in the line-sources
experiment to emulate the mixing of distinct scalars emitted by each of two rings
embedded in a turbulent jet. Neither the flow nor the scalar-source geometry can
be captured on a single LEM domain. LEM3D is designed specifically to capture
more general mixing geometries such as the TW configuration. Accordingly, the TW
rings experiment, which has not previously been modeled, is chosen as an illustrative
application.

It should be noted that this application is more challenging in some respects than
the applications for which the present formulation is ultimately intended. The reason
is that the 3DCVs must be small enough to resolve the individual rings, and that
for two of the TW configurations the ring pairs are as close as 2.5 mm apart. Thus,
the dimensions of the rings impose a constraint, and a relatively fine 3DCV mesh
with M = 2 mm is applied for these configurations. As explained in Appendix C, it
is desirable in LEM3D that the 3DCVs are as large as possible in order to minimize
the frequency of domain-coupling operations, thereby mitigating artifacts associated
with these couplings.

Although LEM3D is designed to be complementary to RANS, for this application
the needed mean flow properties are obtained from measurements rather than from
a RANS simulation. This approach is adopted because the goal is to illustrate the
performance of LEM3D without the added complication of discrepancies resulting
from imperfect prediction of mean flow properties by RANS models.

3.2 LEM3D application to the TW experiment

TW used heated fine wire rings as passive-scalar sources in order to study dispersion
and mixing in a turbulent jet. The scalars are the temperature fluctuations produced
by the rings, placed axisymmetrically and in the self-similar region of the turbulent
flow. The diameters of the rings were typically of the order of the jet diameter Dj,
and the rings were located at a distance xring = 9Dj downstream of the jet exit. A jet
diameter of Dj = 30 mm was used in the heated rings study, and the jet exit velocity
was U j = 9 m/s.

In the application presented here, the mean flow properties used as model input
to LEM3D were generated on the basis of jet velocity and turbulence measurements.
Thus, the mean centerline velocity is estimated to decay as

Uc = 5.98 U j
[
(x − x0)/Dj

]−1
, (7)

based on data shown in Fig. 3a of TW, and where x0 = −0.61Dj is the virtual
origin of the jet. Measurements made by Panchapakesan and Lamley [19] indicate
that the axial mean velocity profile across the jet can be well approximated with
a Gaussian distribution for a suitable half-width. We here use the jet half-width
l1/2 = 28 mm measured at xring (see TW) to specify the Gaussian profile of the
axial velocity U(xring, r). From this, and Eq. 7, the self-similar profile of the axial
velocity U(x, r) of the jet was generated in cylindrical coordinates using the software
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program Mathematica [20]. The self-similar radial velocity profile V(x, r) of the jet
was obtained using the continuity equation

1

r
∂r(rV) + ∂xU = 0, (8)

where axisymmetry requires that V(x, 0) = 0. Similarly, the turbulent diffusivity DT

is obtained on the basis of the Reynolds stress
〈
uv

〉
shown in Figure 12 of [19].

The Reynolds stress is generalized to a self-similar function in the domain with
the appropriate fall-off in the streamwise direction in order to ensure conservation
of momentum flux. In the boundary-layer approximation this gives the turbulent
diffusivity

DT(x, r) = −
〈
uv

〉

PrT ∂rU
, (9)

where PrT is the turbulent Prandtl number and terms containing other Reynolds-
stress components are neglected, both because the magnitudes of these terms are
small and because the empirical basis for their evaluation is limited. The turbulent
Prandtl number is an empirical quantity, which we here set to PrT = 1 because there
is no empirical basis for associating a non-unity value with a localized source in the
interior of a turbulent jet.

In the absence of a physical measurement of the integral scale, the model integral
scale L is chosen as twice the half-width of the jet measured at xring by TW. Thus,
L = 56 mm, and is here assumed to be a constant throughout the computational
domain. This choice provides the best agreement between the model and measure-
ments among several L values that were tested. The kinematic viscosity is taken
as ν = 1.5 × 10−5m2/s, and the Schmidt number is Sc = 0.75. Hence, the molecular
diffusivity is

DM = ν

Sc
= 2.0 × 10−5m2/s. (10)

For the present application, the flow domain X1 X2 X3 is discretized by 31 × 31 ×
50 3DCVs, each of size M = 8 mm, as the baseline case. The coarse-scale mesh,
denoted M8, was chosen because it is just fine enough to give a distinct representation
of the TW ring pairs of diameters 10, 30 mm and 20, 40 mm, respectively. For the 10,
15 mm and 35, 40 mm ring pairs, however, the M8 mesh is too coarse to represent
the rings as distinct sources. Hence, in order to resolve the small spacing between
the rings of these configurations, a finer mesh with 3DCVs of size M = 2 mm, is
applied. The fine mesh, here denoted M2, is discretized by 121 × 121 × 200 3DCVs,
and is applied in additional simulations that involve all the ring pairs. The physical
volume of the domain X1 X2 X3 is roughly the same whether the M8 or the M2 mesh is
applied. It is worth noting that the ring sources in either case are crudely represented
by the coarse-scale resolution.

The fine-scale LEM resolution is chosen as n = 40 and n = 10, respectively, for
the M8 and the M2 meshes. This yields the same wafer thickness d = 0.2 mm for
both meshes. With L = 56 mm, the largest eddy events in the simulations involve
279 LEM wafers, corresponding to kmax = 93 in Eq. 2, while the smallest eddy events
involve 12 LEM wafers, corresponding to kmin = 4 in Eq. 2. The minimum value
kmin = 4 is chosen because triplet maps corresponding to the smallest possible value
kmin = 2 (and to kmin = 3 to a lesser degree) produce unphysical ragged profiles in
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some cases. The fine-scale resolution implies that the resolved length scale in the
application is somewhat larger than the Kolmogorov scale. In TW the Kolmogorov
scale for the turbulent jet is estimated to η = 0.08 mm, while the smallest triplet maps
in the simulation are of size Lk = 2.4 mm, hence Lk = 30η. On the other hand, the
wafer thickness d is of the order of the Kolmogorov scale and given by d = 2.5 η. The
important consideration here is that results are not very sensitive to the size of the
smallest LEM eddy. In LEM, the mixing properties considered here rapidly approach
their high-Reynolds-number limiting behaviors for Lk << L. In turbulent flows the
convergence is slower because the onset of inertial-range behavior is gradual as
Re ∼ (L/Lk)

4/3 increases. This slow onset could be replicated in LEM using empi-
rically based finite-Re modifications of the assumed inertial-range transport scaling,
but for present purposes this additional nuance is not needed.

The global advancement time step is

�t = CFL M
Vmax

, (11)

where CFL is the dimensionless Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number, and Vmax is the
maximum velocity component (by absolute value) associated with any one of the
3DCV side faces of the computational domain. In the simulations shown here,
CFL = 0.1 and Vmax = 20.9 m/s. The magnitude of Vmax incorporates the fact that the
physical velocity components Uk (and the turbulent diffusivity DT) are multiplied
by a factor 3 in LEM3D, i.e., the implemented velocity components are given by
Vk = 3Uk. This is done to compensate for the fact that, due to the coupling between
the differently oriented LEM domains, the LEM wafers on average spend only one
third of the time in any one of the coordinate directions. It follows from Eq. 11
that the time step for the baseline cases with the M8 mesh is �t = 3.83 × 10−5 s.
For the results shown here the simulation runs for the M8 cases were over 200000
time-advancement cycles, with data collection every 50 cycles starting at 30000 cycles
so that initial transient relaxation is excluded. The time step for the M2 mesh is
�t = 9.56 × 10−6 s, and the runs are over 250000 cycles, with data collection starting
at 60000 cycles with a period of 200 cycles.

4 Results

4.1 The scalar field emitted from a single ring

In the heated-rings experiment, TW studied both dispersion and mixing of tem-
perature fluctuations from rings of different diameters placed in a turbulent jet of
diameter Dj = 30 mm and exit velocity U j = 9 m/s. Single rings were used to study
dispersion, while pairs of rings were used to study the mixing of two scalar fields
introduced independently into the jet.

We first consider LEM3D simulation results for single rings with the use of the
baseline M8 mesh. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the mean temperature Tc along
the jet centerline for rings of diameters 10, 20, 30, and 40 mm embedded in the
jet. Following TW, the constant Cr is chosen for each ring to effectively match the
heat flux in each case. In agreement with the measurements, the simulations show
that the quantity Tc x approaches a horizontal line at the normalized downstream
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Fig. 2 The evolution of the
centerline mean temperature
for the 10, 20, 30, and 40 mm
rings. The rings were placed at
xring/D j = 9 in a turbulent jet
of D j = 30 mm and exit
velocity U j = 9 m/s. The
curves show the simulated
profiles, while the
measurements are given as
follows: �, 10 mm ring; �, 20
mm ring; �, 30 mm ring; �, 40
mm ring
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distance x/Dj ≈ 20. The simulations also show that the centerline temperature is
high immediately downstream of the small 10 and 20 mm rings, while the initial
values are low for the larger 30 and 40 mm rings. This is due to the fact that the
peak mean temperatures for the large-diameter rings occur off the jet centerline for
x/Dj ≤ 13 (see Fig. 4).

The centerline scalar fluctuation intensity
〈
θ2

〉1/2
/Tc is shown in Fig. 3, where θ

is the temperature fluctuation about Tc. We observe that the fluctuation intensity
is large close to the rings but decreases rapidly in the downstream direction. At
x/Dj ≈ 20, the fluctuation intensity approaches a common value for all the different
rings, reflecting the approach to self-similarity that is also seen in the mean tempera-
ture profiles in this vicinity (see Fig. 2). In agreement with the experimental results,
it takes a longer time for the smaller rings to reach the asymptotic value than for the
larger rings.

One obvious observation from Fig. 3 is that the LEM3D fluctuation intensity is
smaller than the measured fluctuations. This may be a consequence of the numerical
implementation features that cause LEM3D advection scales to be generally smaller
than in the corresponding turbulent flow. In particular, it is desirable for the 3DCV
scale M to be of the order of the LEM integral scale L so that 3D advection
advancement corresponds to mean motion and LEM advancement captures turbu-
lence effects. Here, M must be substantially smaller than this in order to resolve
the individual rings, resulting in reduction of the effective scales of motion so
that turbulent dissipation of scalar fluctuations is enhanced relative to turbulent
production of these fluctuations. The occurrence of triplet maps of size as large as
L suggests that the large-scale motions are retained, but implementation of a size-
L map, for instance, on one LEM domain introduces scalar differences relative
neighboring domains, hence scale-M fluctuations. Thus, for M � L, a size-L map
does not have a purely large-scale character. One remedy would be to implement
fully 3D maps for scales > M, a possibility that has been noted and discussed by
Goldin et al. [10] (though large M would still be desirable for the reasons discussed
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Fig. 3 The evolution of the
centerline scalar fluctuation
intensity

〈
θ2

〉1/2
/Tc for the 10,

20, 30, and 40 mm rings placed
at xring/D j = 9 in the
turbulent jet. The curves show
the simulated profiles, while
the measurements are given as
follows: �, 10 mm ring; �, 20
mm ring; �, 30 mm ring; �, 40
mm ring
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in Appendix C). This merits further investigation, but as an initial step we focus here
on evaluation of LEM3D without this additional feature.

Despite the low fluctuations, the curve crossings between the individual rings
shown in Fig. 3 agree well with the location of the corresponding crossings obtained
in the measurements. For instance, the simulated centerline fluctuation intensity of
the 40 mm ring crosses the curves of the 10, 20, and 30 mm rings at x/Dj = 12.0, 12.5,
and 13.9, respectively, while the corresponding curve crossings in the measurements
occur at x/Dj = 12.2, 13.2, and 13.9.

In Fig. 4 are shown the transverse mean temperature profiles at various locations
downstream of the 40 mm ring. We note that the peak at x/Dj = 11 is at a higher
level than what is measured in the TW experiment. The near-field discrepancy is a
known model artifact of LEM resulting from the instantaneous nature of the eddy
events [3]. Farther downstream, in the far-field range x/Dj ≥ 15, we observe that
the simulated profiles agree well with the nearly self-similar profiles measured by
TW. The transverse r.m.s. profiles

〈
θ2

〉1/2
/Tc at various locations x/Dj downstream

of the 40 mm ring are shown in Fig. 5. We notice again that the simulated r.m.s.
values are generally lower than the experimentally measured values. Despite this,
as shown in the following, LEM3D is able to capture well the cross-correlations
between the temperature fluctuations of the TW ring sources. This reflects the fact
that LEM3D does not involve a mixing parametrization, which typically relies on
accurate prediction of scalar r.m.s. fluctuations.

4.2 Mixing of scalars emitted from pairs of rings

A central part of the TW rings experiment is the determination of the cross-
correlation coefficient ρ describing the mixing of passive scalars in the turbulent
jet. To this end, TW used ring pairs to indirectly infer the mixing statistics of two
independent scalars (thermal fields) in the jet. The inference method [12] enabled the
determination of mixing statistics of distinct passive scalars emitted by the respective
rings by mathematical manipulation of three sets of temperature measurements in
which the inner ring, the outer ring, or both rings are heated. In the corresponding
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Fig. 4 Transverse mean
temperature profiles at various
locations x downstream of the
40 mm ring placed at
xring/D j = 9 in the turbulent
jet. The curves show the
simulated profiles, while the
measurements are given for
the various downstream
distances as follows:�, x/D j = 11; �, x/D j = 13;
�, x/D j = 15; �, x/D j = 17
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LEM3D simulations, it is convenient to introduce distinct scalar fields A and B
associated with the respective rings rather than using the inference method.

The diameters of the TW ring pairs were 10, 15 mm, 10, 30 mm, 20, 40 mm,
and 35, 40 mm, respectively, with the implication that the difference between ring
diameters is small for two of the cases and large for the other two cases. In the
simulation runs, a relatively fine 3DCV mesh with M = 2 mm is applied in order
to resolve the closely spaced 10, 15 mm and 35, 40 mm pairs as distinct sources.
The physical dimensions of the rings thereby impose a constraint on the Cartesian
mesh in this application, effectively restricting the possibility of larger 3DCVs, which
would be beneficial from a modeling viewpoint (see Appendix C for a discussion).
Another implication is that the simulations for the rings mixing configuration are
computationally more costly than otherwise needed.

Fig. 5 Transverse r.m.s.
temperature profiles at various
locations x downstream of the
40 mm ring placed at
xring/D j = 9 in the turbulent
jet. The curves show the
simulated profiles, while the
measurements are given for
the downstream distances as
follows: �, x/D j = 11;
�, x/D j = 13; �, x/D j = 15;�, x/D j = 17
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The correlation coefficient of scalar fields A and B is defined by

ρ ≡ 〈θAθB〉〈
θ2

A

〉1/2 〈
θ2

B

〉1/2 , (12)

where θA and θB are the fluctuations about the means of the respective scalars.
Figure 6 shows the cross-correlation coefficient of the scalar fluctuations along the
jet centerline for the 20, 40 mm and 10, 30 mm ring pairs embedded in the turbulent
jet. The baseline M8 mesh, which is too coarse to give a distinct representation of the
10, 15 mm and 35, 40 mm ring pairs, is applied in these simulations. We note that the
simulated correlation coefficients compare reasonably well with the experimentally
obtained profiles for the coarse-spaced ring pairs. A common feature is that for both
ring pairs the cross-correlation ρ dips to negative values before it turns positive a little
farther downstream. Negative cross-correlation signifies that the concentrations of
scalars emitted by the respective rings are anti-correlated, i.e., a large concentration
of the scalar from the source A is associated with a small concentration of the scalar
from the source B, and vice versa. This occurs where the micro-mixing (molecular
mixing) of the A and B scalars is less thorough than their macro-mixing, which is
related to the mechanisms of production and dissipation of scalar fluctuations but
also is sensitive to the mean flow and the source configuration. Figure 6 shows
that there is a good agreement between simulated and measured values for the
magnitude of the maximum anti-correlation. In addition, the downstream location
of the maximum anti-correlation is fairly well predicted by the simulations, with a
deviation of a distance of about Dj/2 in both cases. The TW measurements show that
the correlation coefficient ρ equals zero at the downstream distance x/Dj = 14 for
the 20, 40 mm ring pair, and at x/Dj = 13 for the 10, 30 mm ring pair. When ρ = 0
there is no correlation between the scalar fluctuations of the two ring sources. We
observe that the baseline M8 mesh simulations give fairly precise predictions of the
locations of vanishing ρ for both the coarse-spaced ring pairs. The main discrepancy
between the simulated and measured centerline ρ values shown in Fig. 6 is that the
simulations overpredict the cross-correlations somewhat in the downstream range

Fig. 6 The evolution of the
centerline cross-correlation
coefficient ρ as a function of
x/D j for pairs of rings placed
at xring/D j = 9 in the
turbulent jet. The curves show
the simulated results for the
20, 40 mm and the 10, 30 mm
ring pairs with the M8 mesh,
while the corresponding
measurements are given as:
�, 20, 40 mm; �, 10, 30 mm
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immediately beyond the point of vanishing ρ. The simulated curves are steeper than
what is indicated by the measurements, i.e., higher ρ-values are attained faster. This
reflects the excess of scale-M vs. larger-scale mixing in this LEM3D configuration
that was noted earlier. This imbalance accentuates the mixing of the A and B scalars,
which are initially separated by a distance of order M, with each other relative to
the mixing of either with the surrounding fluid. In the far-field downstream range
x/Dj ≥ 18, both the simulated and measured values of ρ approach unity, reflecting
the eventual merging of the initially separate A and B scalars.

Figure 7 shows the cross-correlation ρ along the jet centerline for all the TW
ring pairs in the turbulent jet. The M2 mesh is applied in these simulations since
it is fine enough to represent also the finer-spaced 10, 15 mm and 35, 40 mm ring
pairs as distinct sources. Figure 7 shows that the centerline evolution of ρ for the
20, 40 mm and 10, 30 mm ring pairs is similar to that obtained for the M8 mesh.
One difference, however, is that ρ dips to higher negative values with the use of
the M2 mesh. Another difference between the M2 and M8 results is that the M2
simulations do not equally well predict the downstream distances for which ρ = 0
for the coarse-spaced TW rings. These deviations seem a bit arbitrary, though, since
for the 20, 40 mm ring pair the location of vanishing ρ is slightly downstream of
the experimentally obtained location, while for the 10, 30 mm ring pair it is slightly
upstream of the measured location. A more important difference is that the transition
range from regions of high anti-correlation to regions of high correlation of the scalar
fluctuations is shorter with the use of the M2 mesh. Also, since higher values of
maximum anti-correlation are attained, the simulated curves are relatively steep in
the transition range, reflecting the excessive degree of small-scale mixing for small
M. Accordingly, case M8, with larger though still small M, gives a more realistic
representation of the measured downstream mixing for the coarse-spaced rings in
the turbulent jet (Fig. 6). Nevertheless, we see from Fig. 7 that the M2 simulation
gives a fairly precise prediction of the downstream mixing process for the 10, 15 mm
ring pair. Note that values of ρ > 1 shown at x/Dj = 15 and 16 in the corresponding
Fig. 9 of TW have been omitted here, but this is obviously of no practical importance

Fig. 7 The evolution of the
centerline cross-correlation
coefficient ρ as a function of
x/D j for pairs of rings placed
at xring/D j = 9 in the
turbulent jet. The curves show
the simulated results for the
ring pairs with the M2 mesh,
while the measurements are
given as follows: �, 20, 40 mm;
�, 10, 30 mm; �, 10, 15 mm;�, 35, 40 mm
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for the comparison. The LEM3D jet centerline cross-correlation for the 35, 40 mm
ring pair is also in good agreement with the measurements, with a small overpredic-
tion in the near field and a dip below the measured results farther downstream.

The nature of the dip is of interest, and additional M2 simulations using 25, 40
mm and 30, 40 mm ring pairs were performed to gain further understanding of its
occurrence. Figure 8 shows the centerline cross-correlation for the series of ring pairs
of diameters 20, 40 mm, 25, 40 mm, 30, 40 mm, and 35, 40 mm. From the centerline
profiles it is evident that the dip in ρ for the 35, 40 mm pair is of the same origin as the
dip to negative ρ-values for the 20, 40 mm pair (and also for the 10, 30 mm pair shown
in Fig. 6). Namely, it reflects the arrival at the centerline of A and B scalars that are
not molecularly well mixed, where this arrival occurs increasingly far downstream
as the inner ring diameter increases due to the larger radial distance that the scalar
from that ring must traverse. Later arrival implies more residence time during which
micro-mixing can occur, implying a shallower dip and possibly the disappearance
of the dip. (Decreasing separation of the rings promotes micro-mixing of the scalars,
which accentuates the trend.) The measurements indicate such disappearance for the
35 mm inner ring, but the simulated ring-pair sequence suggests that measurements
would detect dips for some range of inner-ring diameters between 20 and 35 mm.
Thus it is seen that the dip for the 35, 40 mm pair is part of a reasonable trend though
there is some quantitative disagreement with the measurements.

In Figs. 9 and 10 are shown transverse profiles of ρ for the 10, 15 mm and the
35, 40 mm ring pairs, respectively. The simulation results are obtained by the use of
the M2 mesh since the M8 mesh is too coarse to distinguish the fine-spaced rings
as distinct sources. TW does not provide measured transverse profiles of ρ for the
other two ring pairs. We note that there is good overall agreement between the
simulated and measured transverse profiles of the cross-correlation. In particular, the
simulations capture essentially all the qualitative features of the measured profiles.
TW discusses some of these features, notably those related to the transverse variation
of mean shear in the jet, and some reflect the same mixing processes that affect the
centerline profile features discussed above. Therefore the discussion here is brief.

Fig. 8 The evolution of the
centerline cross-correlation
coefficient ρ as a function of
x/D j for pairs of rings placed
at xring/D j = 9 in the
turbulent jet. The curves show
the simulated results of ring
pairs for which the diameter of
the inner ring varies from 20 to
35 mm, while the diameter of
the outer ring is fixed at 40
mm. Measurements are given
only for two of the ring
configurations with diameters
as follows: �, 20, 40 mm;�, 35, 40 mm
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Fig. 9 Transverse profiles of
the correlation ρ for the 10, 15
mm ring pair placed at
xring/D j = 9 in the turbulent
jet. The curves show the
simulated profiles with the M2
mesh, while the measured
profiles are given for the
downstream distances as
follows: �, x/D j = 10;
�, x/D j = 11; �, x/D j = 13;
�, x/D j = 15. Here, and in
Fig. 10, a few measured values
that exceed unity have been
omitted
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One interesting observation is that the local minimum of ρ, while increasing
to successively higher ρ values moves radially inward with increasing downstream
distance from the sources. In Fig. 10 this trend is clearly indicated by the simulated
transverse profiles, but the local minimum is absent from the measured far-field
profiles at x/Dj = 13 and x/Dj = 15. The simulations suggest that the local minimum
converges to the centerline but the measurements do not give a clear indication as to
whether this happens or whether the local minimum disappears prior to arriving at
the centerline. As already seen in Figs. 7 and 8, the cross-correlation ρ at r = 0 for
the 35, 40 mm ring pair is not a monotonically increasing function of x. Hence, the
curves in Fig. 10 are another manifestation of the behavior previously discussed with
regard to the centerline dip.

In conclusion, it is seen that LEM3D, despite its limitations, can be a convenient
tool for exploring a wider range of parameter space than can be affordably done

Fig. 10 Transverse profiles of
the correlation ρ for the 35, 40
mm ring pair placed at
xring/D j = 9 in the turbulent
jet. The curves show the
simulated profiles with the M2
mesh, while the measured
profiles are given for the
downstream distances as
follows: �, x/D j = 10;
�, x/D j = 11; �, x/D j = 13;
�, x/D j = 15
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experimentally, thereby identifying features that might be suitable targets for subse-
quent experimental study.

5 Discussion

The utility of LEM for subgrid mixing closure of LES is well established. The focus
here is on the possible benefits of using LEM to impart spatially and temporally
well-resolved unsteadiness to steady-state RANS solutions. This can be done using
the splicing strategy previously used for LES closure, as shown in an application
of that strategy to RANS mixing closure [10]. Here an alternative subgrid LEM
formulation, termed LEM3D, is introduced and its potential benefits have been
noted. In the present application, which requires 3D control volumes much smaller
than the integral scale, one advantage is that LEM domains span the entire flow
in LEM3D, so eddy events much larger than the control volume edge length can
occur (though it is noted that their representation of large-scale 3D motions has some
drawbacks). Another advantage is the compatibility of LEM3D with the geometrical
structure of ODTLES [15, 16], allowing the future possibility of coupling the two
methods so that eddy events generated by ODTLES dynamics can be implemented
directly in LEM3D. LEM3D can also be used for LES subgrid mixing closure to
compare its performance to the LEM splicing strategy.

Apart from these methodological considerations, this study presents the first
demonstration of capability to model the challenging mixing experiment of TW.
Despite some limitations of model performance largely due to the need for 3D
resolution of the closely spaced scalar sources in that experiment, the measured
centerline and transverse two-source cross-correlation profiles are reproduced with
good accuracy. The physical fidelity of the model formulation allows assessment of
nuances of the associated mixing phenomenology that would be difficult to address
for this configuration using a state-space closure model.

In this study, measured flow statistics rather than RANS inputs are used to assign
LEM3D parameters. This eliminates the possible impact of RANS errors on the
mixing predictions.

LEM3D results are sensitive to numerical implementation details such as the
size of the 3D control volumes. Possible improvement in this regard is noted. The
sensitivity cannot be thoroughly evaluated here because the chosen application
constrains important aspects of numerical implementation. Other such sensitivities
have been examined for simple flows by Weydahl [21].

To a large degree, the limitations of LEM3D in this context are the result of
reliance on RANS-type steady-state inputs rather than concurrent unsteady time
advancement of LEM3D coupled to LES. Though this would undoubtedly improve
model performance, as indicated by previous LES-LEM applications, the present
goal is to assess the degree of improvement of RANS performance for mixing and
combustion applications that can be achieved by introducing LEM closure. Any such
improvement would be beneficial due to the relatively low cost and wide usage of
RANS. The results presented here suggest that there is at least some significant range
of applications for which LEM3D coupling to RANS will provide useful performance
improvements.
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Appendix

A Random walk by triplet maps

A random sequence of triplet maps induces a random walk of a given fluid cell,
where the fluid cell diffusivity associated with the random walk is interpreted as the
turbulent diffusivity DT . Thus, following [22], the diffusivity associated with a one-
dimensional random walk is

DT = 1

2
R

〈
δ2〉 , (13)

where R is the total frequency of displacements of a given fluid cell, and
〈
δ2

〉
denotes the mean square displacement induced by the events. The frequency of
displacements induced by triplet maps of size 3kd is given by 3kdλ f (k), where λ is
the event frequency per unit length and f (k) is the probability of selecting a size 3kd
eddy. Here, d is the width of a fluid cell and 3k denotes the number of cells involved
in the eddy. The total frequency of displacements of a given fluid cell is expressed as

R = 3λd
kmax∑

k=kmin

k f (k), (14)

where kmin and kmax are integers determining the smallest and largest eddy, respec-
tively. Similarly, let

〈
δ2(k)

〉
denote the mean square displacement induced by a single

triplet map of size 3kd. The mean square displacement induced by a single eddy event
of any size is the average of

〈
δ2(k)

〉
weighted by the event frequency and by the eddy

size 3kd (because the number of affected cells is proportional to the eddy size), so

〈
δ2

〉 = 3λd
R

kmax∑
k=kmin

k f (k)
〈
δ2(k)

〉
. (15)

We now derive the expression for
〈
δ2(k)

〉
. It can be shown by a direct calculation

that the mean square displacement induced by a single eddy of size 3kd is

〈
δ2(k)

〉 = 4

3
k(k − 1)d2. (16)
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This is obtained by calculating separately the mean square displacements of fluid
cells being mapped onto each of the three fluid segments involved in the triplet map,
and then adding the contributions to obtain the final result. We here use Eq. 16
as a conjecture in a proof by induction to establish the expression for

〈
δ2(k)

〉
. The

induction procedure must be applied twice since triplet maps involving even and
odd numbers of cells obey slightly different mapping rules, and hence belong to two
different classes. For instance, for a segment consisting of an odd number of cells
there is a center cell that is mapped onto itself by a triplet map. Starting with the
class of triplet maps involving an even number of cells, the smallest possible triplet
map corresponds to k = 2. This involves six fluid cells, which by the mapping are
rearranged from an order 123456 to the order 145236. Hence, except for the endpoint
cells that are mapped onto themselves, all the cells are mapped a distance of 2 cells
in either direction in this case. We find that

〈
δ2(k)

〉 |k=2 = 4 · (2d)2/6 = 8d2/3, which
establishes that the expression (Eq. 16) is true for k = 2. For the class of triplet maps
involving an odd number of cells, the smallest non-trivial mapping corresponds to
k = 3 and involves nine fluid cells. A sequence of cells ‘123456789’ is rearranged to
the order ‘147852369’ by a triplet map of this size. Thus, in addition to the endpoint
cells 1 and 9, the center cell 5 is mapped onto itself. The cells 4 and 6 are mapped
a distance of two cells, while the remaining four cells are mapped a distance of
four cells in either direction. Therefore, the mean square displacement induced by
a triplet map involving 9 fluid cells is

〈
δ2(k)

〉 |k=3 = (4 · (4d)2 + 2 · (2d)2)/9 = 8d2. By
inspection this shows that the expression (Eq. 16) is true also for k = 3. We next
assume that Eq. 16 holds for an arbitrary integer k > 3 and show that it is valid for
k + 2. The triplet map of size 3(k + 2) involves six additional fluid cells compared
to the one of size 3k. By a direct comparison of the triplet maps involving 3k and
3(k + 2) fluid cells, it is straightforward to show that two of the additional cells are
displaced a distance of 2k cells, while the remaining four additional cells are displaced
a distance of 2(k + 1) cells. This is in fact the case for both classes of triplet maps. The
remaining cells involved in the triplet map of size 3(k + 2) are displaced precisely as
the cells involved in a triplet map of size 3k. Hence, the mean square displacement
induced by a triplet map involving 3(k + 2) fluid cells becomes

〈
δ2(k + 2)

〉 = (
3k

〈
δ2(k)

〉 + 4(2(k + 1)d)2 + 2(2kd)2
)/

3(k + 2)

= 4

3
(k + 2)(k + 1)d2. (17)

This expression is exactly what is obtained when replacing k with k + 2 in Eq. 16.
Since it has been shown that Eq. 16 is valid both for k = 2 and k = 3, and that the
assumption that the expression (Eq. 16) holds for any k > 3 implies that it holds for
k + 2, this concludes the proof by induction of Eq. 16.

Inserting Eq. 16 into Eq. 15, and using the relation 13, the turbulent diffusivity
becomes

DT = 2λd3
kmax∑

k=kmin

k2(k − 1) f (k). (18)
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B The advection operation

Scalar advective transport in LEM3D, represented by the term ADV in Eq. 6, is
determined by the mean velocity field U for constant density flows. Thus, for a
given time step �t, the number of LEM wafers to be displaced across the 3DCV
interfaces is δ = Vk�t/d, where Vk = 3Uk is the implemented velocity component
normal to a given interface, and d is the wafer thickness. The factor 3 is introduced to
compensate for the fact that the LEM wafers on average spend only one third of the
time in any one of the coordinate directions. For a general shear flow, the prescribed
advective displacements δ may range from a few percent of a wafer to several wafers.
Round-off management is introduced for consistent enforcement of the displacement
of an integer number of wafers δ across the 3DCV interfaces. The residuals of the
round-offs are accumulated and applied whenever they correspond to a whole wafer,
thus giving advective wafer displacements that conform to the prescribed transport
on average. For example, if the prescribed displacement of fluid across a given
interface is δ = 2.37 wafers per time step, the actual wafer displacement in general
alternates between two and three wafers to give a displacement of 2.37 wafers on
average. Displacements at the inlet (upstream) boundary are determined by the
round-off management, as are the displacements across the lateral faces of all the
3DCVs. As will be explained in the following, however, the downstream and lateral
displacements assigned by the round-off management are preliminary and can be
overridden.

In a rigid-body flow, simply shifting the stack of wafers with the flow at every time
step would advect the LEM wafers in the streamwise domains. However, if the flow
is non-uniform along a given LEM domain, wafers must be transferred into or out of
that domain in order to conserve the advected scalars. In LEM3D, transfers of wafers
are implemented among the differently oriented LEM domains intersecting each
3DCV, and this provides an advective coupling of the domains. The details of how
these wafer transfers take place are governed by the assumption of an incompressible
flow and the conservation of mass.

The advective coupling of the LEM domains can be described by designating each
domain intersecting a given 3DCV either as a donor, a receiver, or neutral with
respect to that particular 3DCV. A domain is a donor if the flow is compressive in
the corresponding direction. In this case the prescribed advection of wafers into and
out of the 3DCV for a time step �t causes an excess of LEM wafers in the domain.
The excess of wafers must be donated to one or both of the other LEM domains
that intersect the 3DCV. In a similar manner, a domain is a receiver if the flow in
the corresponding direction is extensional, causing a deficit of LEM wafers in that
domain and within the 3DCV considered. The domain then receives a corresponding
number of wafers from one or both of the other intersecting domains, depending on
which of these are donors. An LEM domain is neutral with respect to donating or
receiving wafers if an equal number of wafers enters and leaves the 3DCV in the
corresponding direction.

With given designations the three LEM domains intersecting a particular 3DCV
belong to one out of four classes of cases, categorized by how they distribute in terms
of being donors, receivers, or neutral domains. The first class is defined by two of
the LEM domains being donors and one domain being a receiver. This makes for
three different cases, one for each of the spatial directions being a receiver direction.
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The second class is defined by one of the LEM domains being a donor, while the
other two intersecting domains are receivers. This class also includes three different
cases, one for each of the spatial directions being a donor direction. The third class
is defined by one LEM domain being a donor, another being a receiver, while the
third domain is neutral. For this class there are six different cases since for each
direction being a donor, the other two directions may interchangeably be a receiver
direction or neutral. Finally, the fourth class is defined by all three spatial directions
being neutral. This class consists of just one case since there is no difference between
the directions in their donor/receiver properties. Altogether, the four classes that
the LEM domains intersecting a given 3DCV may fall into constitute a total of
13 different cases. It should be noted that the classification of LEM domains for
a given 3DCV is valid only for one time step �t since the designations of the
domains are subject to change for every time step. This is due to the accumulation
of non-integer wafer displacements controlled by the round-off management, and in
addition a minimization algorithm explained below that further controls the wafer
displacements across the 3DCV interfaces.

Conservation of mass is enforced in the global flow domain by requiring the
displacements of wafers in and out of each 3DCV to obey the discretized continuity
equation

Nfaces∑
l=1

δl = 0, (19)

where δl denotes the integer number of wafer displacements across the 3DCV
faces. The sum on the left-hand-side is over the number of faces of the 3DCV, i.e.,
Nfaces = 6. The continuity equation is implemented locally in every 3DCV by the
following algorithm. Starting at the upstream boundary of the LEM array structure,
the algorithm is initiated by using the prescribed advective displacements to eval-
uate the integer displacements δl (l = 1, . . . , 5) for the upstream 3DCV faces and
neighboring lateral faces. Here, the upstream faces are denoted by l = 1, while the
lateral faces of the 3DCVs are denoted by l = 2, . . . , 5. The displacements across the
downstream faces (l = 6) of the upstream first layer of 3DCVs are then calculated
from Eq. 19. The obtained values, together with the prescribed displacements of
the lateral faces, are used to repeat the calculation for the next layer of 3DCVs,
and so on, until the displacements across the downstream faces of the 3DCVs are
determined for all the layers. In this manner the assigned integer displacements
δl across all the 3DCV interfaces are obtained sequentially from the upstream to
the downstream boundary of the LEM array structure. The method assumes that
the mean flow is streamwise in one of the coordinate directions, and so there is
inflow of fluid at the upstream boundary and outflow at the downstream boundary.
This current restriction can be relaxed, but it has shown to be useful for the model
application presented here because numerical implementation is simplified.

The above outlined algorithm to obey mass conservation generally works well for
various flow fields. However, as demonstrated by test cases, the round-offs to integer
wafer displacements across the lateral faces may cause occasional cumulative effects
which trigger the occurrence of very large deviations from the prescribed streamwise
displacements. The occurrence of unacceptably large deviations is prevented by a
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correction algorithm that involves a minimization (subject to a constraint) of the
square sum of deviations

d2 =
Nfaces∑
l=2

(εl + γl)
2 , (20)

where the sum is over the 3DCV faces l for which the associated displacements
of wafers are subject to change due to the minimization. Thus, the upstream
face (l = 1) is not included in the above sum since the displacement across this
face is already determined either from the upstream boundary conditions (for the
first layer of 3DCVs), or from the downstream displacement calculated for the
3DCV immediately upstream. For the lateral faces of a given 3DCV (l = 2, . . . , 5),
the quantity εl in Eq. 20 represents the difference between the assigned and the
prescribed displacement. For the downstream face of the 3DCV (l = 6), εl is the
difference between the calculated displacement from Eq. 19 and the prescribed
displacement. The quantities γl are integer corrections to the preliminary assigned
displacements, obtained by minimizing d2 and subject to the constraint

∑
γl = 0 to

preserve continuity. By the minimization algorithm, final values of the displacements
across all interfaces of the 3DCV are determined. Since neighboring 3DCVs share
a common face, the minimization of d2 is only feasible, but also sufficient, for the
3DCVs belonging to one of the two checkerboard subsets of the set of all 3DCVs
in each layer. To ensure a consistent procedure, the selected checkerboard subset
is alternated for each successive layer of 3DCVs, and also for successive time-
advancement cycles.

From the above it follows that at every advective time step �t the conservation
of mass implies the transfer of LEM wafers from the donor domain(s) intersecting
a given 3DCV to the receiver domain(s) of that same 3DCV. The continuity Eq.
19 ensures that the excess of wafers in the donor(s) exactly matches the deficit
of wafers in the receiver(s). The transfer of wafers between the LEM domains is
implemented in such a way that wafers to be donated are extracted from the center
of the 3DCV, flipped, and then inserted into the center of the same 3DCV in the
receiver domain(s). The choice of extracting wafers from and inserting them into the
3DCV centers minimizes artificial transport by the flipping process. The insertion of
donor segments into the receiver(s) furthermore involves an arbitrariness in terms
of the ordering of the wafers. In LEM3D, the possible options for the ordering of
inserted wafers are randomized and given equal probabilities to prevent any biases.

To illustrate the advection operation when flipping of wafers occurs and the
associated randomness, let us assume that the intersecting LEM domains of a given
3DCV belong to the third class of donor-receiver cases, consisting of one donor, one
receiver, and one neutral domain. In Fig. 11 is shown the flipping and advection of
two excess wafers from a donor into a receiver for this case. The two wafers extracted
from the center of the donor leave a gap which is filled by the advection of wafers in
that domain. In an opposite manner, the advection of wafers in the receiver leaves
vacancies that are filled by the flipped wafers when inserted. Introducing a notation
for the flipping process, the wafers to be donated are extracted from a fluid interval
[d1,d2] of the donor and transferred to an equally sized fluid interval [r1,r2] of the
receiver. With two or more wafers to be transferred from the donor to the receiver, a
wafer segment such as [d1,d2] can be inserted into the receiver in two different ways.
Thus, by a re-ordering, the wafer segment can be transferred to the interval [r1,r2]
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Fig. 11 A 2D illustration of the advection operation associated with a given 3DCV for the third
class of donor-receiver cases. The arrows in the left figure indicate the given wafer displacements in
the donor domain (vertical) and the receiver domain (horizontal), with the resulting displacements
shown in the figure to the right. The thin solid vertical line through the 3DCV center on the left cuts
the receiver into two parts, with the wafer displacements on either side leaving a gap as indicated by
the two thin solid vertical lines in the right figure. The two excess wafers (in gray) in the donor are
extracted from the center of the 3DCV, rotated clockwise or counterclockwise (randomly chosen),
and then displaced and inserted into the receiver so as to fill the gap created by the advection of
that domain. The wafer displacements in the donor correspondingly fill the gap left by the extracted
wafers, indicated by the merging of the two thin solid horizontal lines in the left figure into the single
thin solid horizontal line in the right figure. The neutral domain is normal to the paper plane and not
shown in the illustration

either in the order [d1,d2] or in the order [d2,d1]. These two options are randomized
and given equal probabilities to prevent biases.

Similar randomization is implemented within the classes of donor-receiver cases
defined either by two donors and one receiver, or one donor and two receivers. Thus,
for the first class involving two donors, the receiver will receive LEM wafers from two
different sources [d1,d2] and [d3,d4], under the assumption that both donors contain a
surplus of two wafers. With no obvious physical guidelines concerning the ordering of
the donor segments themselves, the insertion is randomized with equal probabilities
given to the two possible segment orderings. In addition, if the donor segments
contain two or more wafers, the ordering of the wafers for each of the segments
upon insertion is randomized as discussed above for the third class of donor-receiver
cases. Hence, if both donor segments contain a multiple number of wafers, there are
a total of eight different ways of performing the transfer of excess wafers from the
two donors to the receiver. All of these eight options are implemented with equal
probabilities. For the second class of donor-receiver cases, there are similarly eight
different ways, all with equal probabilities, of transferring the excess wafers from
the one donor to the two receivers. It should be noted that wafers belonging to
a given donor segment neither are mixed internally nor with wafers from another
donor segment by the flipping and insertion algorithm.

C Auxiliary coupling between LEM domains

The advection operation ADV with transfer of wafers among the differently oriented
LEM domains, as described in Appendix B, in general provides a coupling between
these domains. However, in order to ensure that physical processes are consistently
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represented in all spatial directions, an auxiliary coupling of the arrays of mutually
orthogonal LEM domains must be incorporated. This is motivated by considering
for instance a uniform streamwise flow and homogeneous turbulence. In this case a
scalar injected into the streamwise oriented LEM domain will never spread into the
laterally oriented domains unless the domains are coupled by an additional process.
Hence, the auxiliary coupling is needed to alleviate the possible insufficiency of LEM
domain coupling in certain regions of a flow, and thus to assure that the simulation
algorithm produces three correlated realizations of the scalar fields.

The auxiliary coupling, represented by the operation AC in Eq. 6, is implemented
by stochastic rotations of the 3DCVs. The rotations give additional fluid exchanges
between the LEM domains, compared to those implied by the operation ADV . Thus,
for every global time step �t, the 3DCVs are rotated ±90◦ about any one of the three
coordinate axes with a locally defined probability

prot = 3 CFL V3DCV

2 Vmax
, (21)

where CFL is the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number, V3DCV is the absolute value of
the largest velocity component associated with the 3DCV side faces, and Vmax is
the maximum V3DCV of the computational domain. This gives six different ways of
rotating a 3DCV, all with an equal probability of being performed if a rotation is to
occur. For the particular 3DCV for which V3DCV = Vmax, the rotation probablility
is prot = 3

2 CFL. The origin of the factor 3
2 is explained below and implies that the

implementation allows for a maximum CFL number given by CFL ≤ 2
3 .

The ±90◦ rotation of a 3DCV gives exchange of fluid elements between the LEM
domains orthogonal to the rotational axis. Fluid elements in the LEM domain along
the rotational axis, however, are unaffected by the rotation. Thus, 2

3 of the LEM
wafers in a 3DCV are affected by a rotation while the remaining 1

3 are not affected.
The factor 3

2 in Eq. 21 implies that on average the individual 3DCVs are rotated 1.5
times for every time period

τADV = M/V3DCV, (22)

corresponding to the advective residence time of the LEM wafers within the 3DCVs.
Therefore, on average, all LEM wafers within a given 3DCV will be displaced to
differently oriented domains over the time scale τADV .

One feature of the auxiliary coupling is that the 3DCV rotations introduce
additional transport of the wafers. This transport is not directly physically motivated,
but the extra transport can be evaluated and counterbalanced by deducting the
corresponding diffusivity from the turbulent diffusivity DT . Thus, using that the rate
of 3DCV rotations is R = 3/(2τADV ), we get from Eqs. 13 and 22 that the diffusivity
associated with rotations of a given 3DCV is

Drot
T

= 3V3DCV

4M

〈
δ2〉 , (23)

where
〈
δ2

〉
is the mean square single rotation displacement of the wafers in the 3DCV

in a given direction orthogonal to the rotational axis. Taking into account that only
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2
3 of the wafers are affected by a rotation, the mean square displacement due to a
single rotation can be expressed as

〈
δ2

〉 = 2

3

n/2∑
k=1

((2k − 1)M/2n)2

n/2
, (24)

where n is the number of wafers per 3DCV in any of the coordinate directions. From
this, the diffusivity associated with rotations of the 3DCVs is

Drot
T

= MV3DCV

4

n/2∑
k=1

(2k − 1)2

n3
. (25)

The expression Drot
T

is subtracted from the turbulent diffusivity DT in the LEM3D
implementation. This has the effect that a fraction of the turbulent transport imple-
mented by the triplet maps is replaced by the 3DCV rotations. In the outer regions
of the flow domain, the fraction may exceed unity, with the implication that the
rotation-induced transport exceeds the physically specified transport that it replaces
(a model artifact). It should be noted, however, that the effect of the excess transport
is negligible in this application and should be negligible more generally.

Another coupling artifact of the model is that the 3DCV rotations bring dissimilar
fluid states into contact. A remedy to this issue is to use coarser 3DCVs to minimize
the artifact. Such an approach also has the benefit of being computationally less
expensive than using smaller 3DCVs for given spatial resolution of the LEM wafers
because it reduces the total number of wafers in the simulation. The computational
cost saving of using larger 3DCVs must be balanced by the model performance
of LEM3D simulations, however, since other model artifacts are likely to become
strong if the 3DCVs are too large. In particular, the coarse-scale 3D-resolution must
under any circumstance be fine enough so that mean-flow resolution requirements
are fulfilled.
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